The previous general update of correspondence and manuscript acquisitions appeared in *Russell* in n.s. 33, no. 1 (summer 2013): 49–58. There are 81 entries in the correspondence listing, covering 459 letters. The new listing covers items numbered 1,704 to 1,798 with the latest items arriving in early January 2018. The manuscript listing of 15 items brings that total to 91 since 1968. Several items were received from other institutions and through the generosity of researchers, to whom McMaster Library is very grateful. The following abbreviations are used: L(s). or l(s). = letter(s); P(s). or p(s). = photocopies; Ts. = typescript. The format is identified when further clarification is required. Printouts are usually from digital scans or photographs. The Hon. Russell Archivist supplied the majority of the additions.

**Manuscripts and Other Documents**

- **Committee of 100** 17 pamphlets and leaflets. Purchase. REC. ACQ. 1,766.
- **Dewey, John** Draft of introduction of BR, likely for a debate with Will Durant, 6 Oct. 1929. P. Hocking Family Private Collection. REC. ACQ. 1,723.
- **Reuters** Interview transcript from Bertrand Russell Speaks on his Anti-Nuclear “Committee of 100”. Scans and printouts. REC. ACQ. 1,721.
- **Richards, Dorothy Pilley** Diary entry with her thoughts on BR’s first William James Lecture at Harvard. P. Courtesy of Magdalene College (I. A. Richards papers), Cambridge, via M. Stevenson. REC. ACQ. 1,758, 1762.
- [Centenary of National Secular Society], message for. Ts., 1965. Internet print from NSS site. REC. ACQ. 1,781. “Fifty Years’ Movement towards Equality” P. of transcription of BR’s talk on 7 March 1951 for series “These Fifty Years”. Courtesy of BBC Written Archives. REC. ACQ. 1,768.
- **Marriage and Morals**: BR’s inscription on a copy for sale reads “To Horace Liv-
eright ... with love & admiration.” Internet
print. rec. acq. 1,781.

Our Knowledge of the External World Ms., 1913. Digital printout. 254 leaves (lack-
ing all but 1 leaf of Lec. 11). From the
scan by Trinity College Library, Cam-
bridge at trin-sites-pub.trin.cam.ac.uk/
manuscripts/add_ms_a_337/. rec. acq.
1,792.

copy. Courtesy of bbc Written Ar-
chives. rec. acq. 1,384.

Shire and Spire P. of ts. of interview with
BR by Pat Watson, 1960. rec. acq.
1,725.

Vorlesungen über mathematische Physik:
Mechanik by Gustav Kirchhoff, 3rd
drn. (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1883)
with BR’s marginalia on pp. 1, 2, 5, 6, 8,
11, 21, 22, 25. Purchase. Russell Ex-
Library 3808.

1931. BR decries the unequal distribu-
tion of wealth and the money spent on
armaments. B&R C31.29. Internet
print. rec. acq. 1,775.

United States Census P. from 1940 cen-
sus showing BR, Patricia, children and
staff living at 212 Loring Avenue, Los
Angeles. rec. acq. 1,779.

CORRESPONDENCE

Adelaide University Agnostics Society
L. from BR., 21 Aug. 1963. U. of Ade-
laide Archives. Internet print. rec. acq.
1,747.

Anonymous L. from BR re Miss [Anna
Melissa?] Graves, 20 March 1928. In-
ternet print. rec. acq. 1,711.

Anonymous L. from BR, 6 Oct. 1949, re
permission to reprint. Internet print.
rec. acq. 1,722.

Anonymous L. from BR requesting he be
informed of papers relating to him for
possible acquisition, 18 July 1966. De-
leted addressee resided in New York.
Internet print. rec. acq. 1,781.

Ashford, M. B. L. from BR, 21 Feb.
1957. Re his wireless talks. Internet
print. rec. acq. 1,722.

Internet print. rec. acq. 1,781.

Benjamin, Jack L. from BR regarding
clippings, 27 April 1963. Internet print.
rec. acq. 1,765.

Blake (Blach), Peter 32 ls. between
Blake, Patricia Russell and BR on a wide
range of topics, including the war and
home life, 1943-82. Photos prints.
Courtesy of Avery Architectural and
Fine Arts Library, Columbia U. rec.
acq. 1,743.

Brickner Memorial Foundation (Arthur
Lelyveld) L. from BR apologizing for
realtly, being overwhelmed with mail
since his release from prison; 30 Dec.
1961. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,780.

Brixton Prison BR’s signature on card,
annotated by another “In prison. June
18, 1918.” Print. Courtesy of David
Harley. rec. acq. 1,781.

BBC 15 ls. re obituary BR provided of
George Bernard Shaw. Scans. Re B&R
C51.01. Courtesy of bbc Written Ar-
chives. rec. acq. 1,773.

Central Intelligence Agency L. to fbi
regarding brpf, foia doc. no. 5425041.
Internet print. rec. acq. 1,767.

City Club of Cleveland 13 ls. between
City Club and BR’s lecture agent, Wil-
Courtesy of M. Stevenson. rec. acq.
1,744.

Combes, Gladys L. from BR including
three signatures because he was unable
to sign books in person, 4 Dec. 1951. In-
ternet print. rec. acq. 1,780.

Coolidge, Julian L. from BR, and l. from
Coolidge to W. E. Hocking, 1936–37, re
leaching in us. Courtesy of M. Steven-
son. Printouts. rec. acq. 1,720.

Cumming, Alexander 2 ls. to Stephen
Wise arranging a debate between Wise
and BR, “Is Modern Morality Moral?”,
Oct./Nov. 1931. rec. acq.

d’Aranyi, Hortense Emilia ("Titi") 11 ls. from BR. These originals replace ps. previously acquired. Donation. rec. acq. 322.

Degen, Charles L. from BR, 10 Nov. 1955. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,752.

Edwards, Mr. L. from BR, 26 Aug. 1955. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,739.

Encyclopaedia Britannica (Franklin Henry Hoopes) L. re BR’s article “Government by Propaganda” (B&R B20). Internet print. rec. acq. 1,780.

Erewhon Dinner (Henry Festing Jones) 3 declined invitation cards from BR for 1910, 1911, 1913. Courtesy of St. John’s College Library (Samuel Butler papers), Cambridge. Printouts. rec. acq. 1,771.

Fisher, James L. from BR re a meeting, 8 May 1957. Fisher worked for Rathbone Books. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,781.

Funk & Wagnalls (Mab Gray) L. From BR, 11 Feb. 1963. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,735.

Goulding, Leslie L. from BR agreeing to add his signature to Goulding's copy of Wisdom of the West, 24 May 1960. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,757.

Gray, William Shelton L. from BR, 9 June 1964. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,705.

Halfhill, Robert Wakefield L. from BR re capital punishment, 23 Apr. 1963. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,780.

Harrod, Roy F. Transcription of 30 Dec. 1921 l. from BR re speaking at Oxford. Original in British Library. rec. acq. 1,785.


Hawtrey, Ralph 4 ls. from BR. These originals replace ps. previously acquired. Donation. rec. acq. 321.

Hedrick, Earl Raymond L. from BR, 18 Jan. 1941. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,749.


Hodes, Aubrey L. from BR thanking Hodes for a book ms., Dialogue with Ishmael: Israel’s Future in the Middle East, 7 Sept. 1966. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,781.

Housman, Laurence L. from BR, 4 July 1917, re printing in Tribunal and fund-raising for same; 2 ls. from Frank Russell. Ps. Courtesy of Bryn Mawr College. rec. acq. 1,754.

Huxley, Julian L. to BR, 18 July 1938. Huxley suggests Dr. Needham for Strong’s Philosophical Fund. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,733.

India Office, UK (R. A. Butler) Partial transcript of l. from BR, 8 Nov. 1932. In British Library. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,736.

International Congress of Mathematicians Form l. signed by BR re programmes, August 1912. Item came with Proceedings (B&R B3) and includes list of organizing committee with BR. rec. acq. 1,728.

Irving, Shaw L. from BR and l. to BR regarding Sacco and Vanzetti case. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,770.

Kallen, Horace M. L. from BR introducing Mr. Alexander re Allied propaganda and a Jewish army. Internet Print. rec. acq. 1,764.

King, Martin Luther Telegram from BR, 1 April 1965. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,705.

Liveright, Horace B. L. from BR confirming terms of next book after Morals and Marriage, 11 Nov. 1928; l. quoted in seller’s ad, comparing his writing to St. John’s Gospel, 9 Feb. 1931. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,780.

Lubin, Sylvia L. from BR enclosing Committee of 100 photo instead of
Recent Acquisitions, 2013–17

McLendon, Hiram J. L. from BR, 8 March 1948, re Wittgenstein, the poker incident, that London may soon not exist. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,732.


Mohanlal, Rajput L. from BR, 27 May 1964. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,759.

Moore, G. E. L. from Moore agreeing to join Strong’s Philosophical Fund, 18 July 1938. rec. acq. 1,733.


Muirhead, R. E. L. from BR inviting Muirhead to join Committee of 100; l. from Muirhead agreeing, Oct. 1960. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,781.


Ossowski, Stanislas L. from BR and l. to BR re role of patriotism and ideals, April–May 1922. Scans. Courtesy of Antoni Sułek. rec. acq. 1,755. In Stanisław Ossowski w pełnym blasku (2016).

Parkhurst, Helen Huss L. from BR, thanking Parkhurst for Beauty: an Interpretation of Art and the Imaginative Life and hoping they will meet again, 7 Oct. 1931. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,781.


Peace Pledge Union Card from BR indicating his talk will be “Can War Stop Fascism?”, May 1938. rec. acq. 1,780.


Reader’s Digest (Marjorie Nicholson) L. from BR giving permission to quote, 26 Dec. 1960. Internet print. rec. acq. 1,717.

Richards, Dorothy Pilley L. from Patricia Russell, 4 Oct. 1940. Ps. Courtesy of Magdalene College, Cambridge. rec. acq. 1,758, 1,762.

BRIDGET WHITTLE

1,737.
Rowe, John L. from Rev. Michael Scott covering BR’s l. inviting Rev. Rowe to join Committee of 100, 19 Oct. 1960. Internet print. REC. ACQ. 1,781.
Smith, Betty L. from BR, 4 Jan. 1928. P. Courtesy of Louis Round Wilson Special Collections, U. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. REC. ACQ. 1,713.
Strong, C. A. L. from BR and l. from Strong on images, sense-data, and perception. Ps. Courtesy of Rockefeller Archives. REC. ACQ. 1,733.
Subercaseaux, Benjamin L. in French to BR regarding Subercaseaux’s Jemmy Button, 6 July 1955. In inscribed copy of book. Internet print. REC. ACQ. 1,781.
Sullivan, Dan L. from BR critiquing The Experience Universe, 23 May 1960. Internet print. REC. ACQ. 1,748.
Tucker, Marguerite L. from BR accepting Tucker’s invitation to tea at Civic Club, New York, 6 Oct. 1927. Internet print. REC. ACQ. 1,775.
Valentin, Alma L. from BR discussing his forthcoming book and other subjects, 12 June 1935. Internet print. REC. ACQ. 1,726.
van der Hoop, J. H. L. from BR thanking the van der Hoops for hospitality and commenting on nationalism and culture, 27 Jan. 1925. Internet print. REC. ACQ. 1,780.
Vridha Jan Samman Samiti L. from BR thanking this NGO for l. and brochure, 8 Mar. 1963. Internet print. REC. ACQ. 1,781.
Weyditch [a.k.a. Wayditch], Ivan Walter von 2 ls. from BR, 23 Dec. 1963; and agreeing that commercial considerations threaten creative artistic achievements, 20 July 1965. Internet prints. REC. ACQ. 1,705, 1,730.
Wieluch, Doman L. from BR, 6 March 1964, suggesting he read MPD. Internet print. REC. ACQ. 1,722.
Wien, A. L. from BR regarding his books on education, 16 July 1964. Internet print. REC. ACQ. 1,780.
Wise, Rabbi Stephen S. See Alexander Cumming.
Wood, John Sushner L. from BR, 17 Nov. 1924. P. Original at College of William & Mary. REC. ACQ. 1,751.

MISCELLANEOUS, INCLUDING BR IN OTHER MEDIA

STILL IMAGES
BR: dozens of scans of b&w photos (and some tinted) of him, family and associates over the years. Courtesy of BRPF. REC. ACQ. 1,798.
BR in China 7 b&w photos from BR’s visit to China sent to Ottoline Morrell, 1920–21. Courtesy of Harry Ransom Center, U. of Texas at Austin. Print-outs. REC. ACQ. 1,745.
BR in Los Angeles 2 press photos. Purchase. REC. ACQ. 1,795.
BR portraits by Elizabeth “Lee” Miller Contact sheet with 4 b&w informal portraits of BR, 1952. Purchase. REC. ACQ. 1,790.
BR press photos 13 b&w photos. Includes BR in Paris for UNESCO Kalinga Prize presentation, 1 image of Katharine Tait, and others, ca. 1958. Also includes press release, newspaper clipping, and ice cream card. Purchase. REC. ACQ.
1,783. BR speaking at Pears Encyclopaedia prize ceremony. 1955. Internet print. REC. ACQ. 1,781.


1,727. Epstein sculpture Blank postcard showing BR sitting while Jacob Epstein worked. Donation by Michael Berumen. REC. ACQ. 1,731.


1,769. Videos of Russell originally housed with BR Library Courtesy of Tom Stanley. REC. ACQ. 1,772.

1,772. Audio recordings 35 audio records from Plas Penhryn Donation by Tony Simpson and BRPF. REC. ACQ. 1,760.

1,760. Talk by Katharine Tait on Russell and Feminism Sept. 1978. Copy courtesy of David Harley. REC. ACQ. 1,784.

1,784. “The Outlook for Mankind” B&R C47.05. 4.78 rpm audio records. Donation by Tony Simpson and BRPF. REC. ACQ. 1,782.

1,782. Artwork Caricature of BR Painted by Vanessa Bell, ca. 1933. Published in b&w in Francis King’s E. M. Forster and His World (1978), p. 27. In an email to Fran Mosley in 2015, Darren Clarke, Head of Curatorial Services at Charleston Trust, noted: “Your sketch is by Vanessa Bell. We have two in a similar style using the same paint and paper... Yours has a studio stamp on it which implies that it was sold after Bell’s death in 1961.” Purchased from Mosley. REC. ACQ. 1,777.

1,777. Portrait of BR In charcoal by Borth, ca. 1930? Purchase. REC. ACQ. 1,719.

1,719. Silk wall hanging belonging to BR Donation by Chris Farley. REC. ACQ. 1,710.

1,710. Artifacts Trinity Boat Club Senior Trial Eights Cup 1890. Two-handled commemorative pewter cup 17 x 23 cm. (including handles). Both teams, including BR as Cox on T. C. Edwards’, listed on trophy for their “Dead Heat”. REC. ACQ. 1,734.

1,734. Tweed suit and pipe belonging to BR Donation by BRPF. REC. ACQ. 1,761.